The True Cost of Counterfeiting
Most people think fraud is a massive problem
in the digital world. But it's also a massive problem
in the ‘offline’ world. For two big reasons.

1. It’s expensive
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$4.2 Trillion
are expected to be drained from the global economy.2

And the problem’s
grown 150 % in less
than a decade.3

Counterfeit goods account
for up to 7 % of global trade.1

1. Apple
2. Michael Kors
3. Samsung
4. Nike
5. Louis Vuitton

Another huge
issue is warranty
fraud which can
account for up
to 15 % of a
business’ average
warranty bill.5
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Most counterfeited brands.4

2. It kills people
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$200 Billion

1% of all drugs in circulation are fake,
rising to 70 % in some developing regions.7

are spent on fake pharmaceuticals every year.6

700,000

1,000,000

people are killed by fake tuberculosis
and malaria drugs.8

More than a person a minute.

people die every year
from fake toxic drugs.9
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And it’s even worse in healthcare.
Wrong-patient errors happen at every
moment of the healthcare journey,
in every healthcare setting.

The average
duplication
rate for patient
health records.10

7600

181

wrong-patient events were caused
by things like wristband misuse
and identity theft.11

healthcare providers
were affected.11
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of which led to patient
harm or death.11

2

people die annually in the
US because of medical error. 12
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Medical error is the third leading
cause of death in the US.12

of those were caused
by wrong-patient errors.13

36,000
fatalities and
Then you’ve got the issue of counterfeiting
in the automotive and aviation industries –
where the stakes couldn’t be higher.

1.5m
injuries a year
caused by fake
car parts.14
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And around 10 %
of aeroplane parts
are counterfeit.

It’s time we authenticated everything
The offline identity crisis is costing money – and lives.
It’s high time we found new ways to solve it.
So, what if offline things were smart enough
to authenticate themselves?
Find out how.
http://bit.ly/authenticationNFC
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